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THE OPERA'fIONS OF COMPANY H, 350TH INFANTRY 
(88TH INFANTRY DIVISION) AT MONTERUMIOI, 
SOUTH OF BOLOGNA, ITALY, 15-18 APRIL 1945. 

(PO VALLEY CAMPAIGN) 
(Personal Experiences of' a Company Commander) 

INTRODUCTION 

This monograph covers the operations of Company H, 

350th Infantry, 88th Infantry Division, in the capture of 

Monterum.ici and the breakthrough of the Gel'lll.an Lines at the 

start of the Po Valley offensive in April 1945. 

To bring the reader up to date a summary of the major 

events leading to this action will be given. 

During the previous ten months the Allied Forces, 

composed of the British Eighth Army and the US Fifth Army, 

had fought their way up the Italian peninsula from the 

battlefields of Cassino and Anzio, through Rome and Florence 

to within ten miles of Bologna. There, in Nov: ember 1944, 

the offensive ground to a halt. The stubborn German resis

tance had stopped the Allied drive just shcrt of the Po 

Valley. (l) The enemy had managed to hold a very strong 

position in the edge of the mountains, thus forcing the Al

lied .Armies to stay all.winter in the high Apennines with 

exposed positions and long and hazardous supply routes. 

(See Map A) Throughout the winter months both sides dug in 

and re-enforced their positions. The Allied divisions were 

re-grouped and re-trained; new divisions were brought in 

and supplies built up ror the coming offensive in the Sp~ing. 

(2) 

(1) A-5, P• 6; (2) A-1, P• 1. 
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The mission of the Allied Armies in Ita1y was to con

tain the enemy forces, consisting of some twenty-five first 

rate German Divisions and five Ita1ian Facist Divisions, 

thus preventing the use of these units on the Eastern and 

Western fronts. Also, the Allies had to prepare for the 

final task of destroying these enemy units to prevent their 

withdrawal to the Alps end the prepared defenses of Hitler's 

Bavarian Redout region where the struggle could be pro

longed. (3) 

THE GENERAL SITUATION 

In the spring of 1945, the Fifth and Eighth Armies 

still faced the enemy in about the same general positions 

across the northern edge of the Apennines. Some improvement 

was made in the Fifth Army sector when the newly arrived 

u. s. Tenth Mountain Division made a limited objective at

tack in February to clear Mt. Belvedere along Highway 64. 

(4) (See Map B) The Fifth A:rm.y, commanded by Lt. General 

Lucien K. Truscott, was spread over ninty miles of front, 

extending from Massa on the Ligurian Sea to Mount Grande, 

East of Highway 65. The Eighth Army tied in with the Fifth 

AJ!my at Mt. Grando and extended East to Lake Oommacchio and 

the Adriatic Sea. (5) (See Map B) The Allied Divisions 

were in good condition; the troops had rested end re-trained 

for over four months. Supplies were piling up in rear of 

the defense line. The Air Corps, with al.most complete air 

(3) A-1, P• 5; (4) A-6, P• 7; (5) A-1, P• 2. 
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superiority, continued to block the enemy's connnunication 

lines from Bologna to the BreIUler Pass. 

The Enemy forces, although badly battered in the Fall 

campaign, were still intact and fairly well situated behind 

their prepared defenses of the Genghis Kahn Line. The enemy 

had made good use of the winter months to improve bis posi

tions and replace and re-train his depleted divisions. He 

had carefully conserved supplies all through the winter • 

.Ammunition, especially artillery, was used only when ab

solutely necessary. Troops were moved by foot and maximum 

use was made of horses and oxen to conserve the critically 

short supply of gasoline. The Germans used the rich ag

I"icul tural end industrial region of the Po Valley to make 

their forces virtually self sustaining. {6} 

The main enemy defenses, the Genghis Kahn Line ran 

from Vergatto~ west of Highway 64, to Mount Grande. It 

, was anchored in the center on Mt. Sole, Monterumici, and 
:;/~ 
l' f Mt. Adona blocking Highways 64 and 65, the two main ap-

proaches to Bologna. This line was made up of mutua1ly 

supporting strong points consisting chiefly of fortified 

stone farmhouses, concrete pillboxes, and special cave posi~ 

tions. Typical German use was made of machine guns and 

mines to block all avenues of approach to his positions. 

He massed hundreds of mortars to assist the Infantry strong 

points. Additions1 defense lines were prepared in depth 

behind the Po and Adige R1 vars. ( '7) ( See Kap B) 

(6) A-5, P• 15; ('7) A-1, P• 15. 
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THE GENERAL PLAN OF ATTACK 

The genersl plan of 15th Army Group was to drive through 

the German lines just west of Bologna, breach the Po River 
1t, 

line near Ostiglia,. capture Verona, thu-s-- bisecM.Ag the Po 

Valley in half and to seal the route into the Brenner Pass 

to prevent the withdrawal of any enemy Wlits out·of Italy. 

Phase I, the main effort, was to break the Germen defenses 

between Highways 64 and 651to isolate Bologna leaving it 

to be,captured later as the drive was pressed on to the Po 

River. (8) (9) Prior to and in conjunction with Phase I, 

a diversionary attack was planned along the Ligurian coast 

directed at La Spezia. The British Eighth Army was to 

breach the Senio River and attack on the right of Highway 

g up the Po Valley to draw enemy reserves away from the 

center. (10) 

Fifth Armies II Corps was to make the me.in effort 

after IV Corps uni ts had reached a line abreast of II Corps 

along Highway 64. The advance would generally follow the 

Reno River line which offered the best approach to Bologna 

except for the key eneI111 defenses on~· Sol_~,. M2:1~terumic_! 

and Mt. Ad.one. These points were the most heavily forti

fied of the entire Germen Line. II Corps Plan was to at

tack these positions directly with the 6th South African 

Armored Division against Mt. Sole, the 88th Infantry Divi

sion employed against Monterumici, and the 91st Infantry 

Division attacking Kt. Ad.one. D Day was originally set 

( 8 ) A-? 1 p. 45; ( 9 ) A-1, p • 18; { l O ) A-6, p • 9 • 
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for 12 April 1945 but was later set back to 14 April to 

allow the Air Corps to take advantage of better weather 

to puticipate in the attack. (11) (See Map B) 

An elaborate deception plan was started 1n March 

designed to conceal the actual point o:f atta.ck and the t~e 

disposition of the 85th and 88th Divisions. A false II 

Corps was created and moved into dummy CP's in the Eighth 

Army sector. Vi_sits were made to these CP's b7 A"nq Com

manders and other sta:f':f' members. A simulated thinning out 

of the line in II Corps sector was made by the removal 
1 

of the 88th Division which was sent blacked out to Pisa 

for specialized training in river crossings. All traffic 

in II Corps sector was carefully restricted. (12) New 

artillery units, moved ~nto position, were not el.lowed to 

fire. A csretu.l twenty day artillery .firing schedule was 

set up with gradually increasing fire as D Day approached 

to mask the actual hour of' the attack. A total of 328,000 
!\ 

rounds over the basic rate o:f fire· was set aside f"or this 

program. (13) 

THE 88TH PLAN OF ATTACK 

The 88th Division started moving up from Pisa on the 

1st of April to take over its sector in front of Monterumici. 

The 349th Inf'antey was to be employed on the lef't against 

the Fa.rcol1-Konterum1ci ridge and the 350th Inf'entry on 
. ~ 

the right against the Monterumici-Kt. Ado~e ridge. (See 

(11) A-l, P• 19; (12) A_~3, P• 2; (13) A-l, P• 217 • 
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,t Map C) The division mission was to bra ak through the Mon

terumic 1 sector and capture Mt. Mario ·where it would be 

pinched out by the 6th South A.t'ricans coming across from 

the left. (14) 

Monterumici was a forntidle barrier rising 678 feet 

from the Setta Creek with high extending saddles to mutual-
~~· l 
· ly supporting Mt. Adove and Mt. Sole. (15) (See Map C) 

The ground gradually sloped toward the mountain from our 

positions along Highway 65 thus giving the enemy perfect 

observation of any activity within a range of over two miles. 

The only approaches to the mountain were heavily covered by 
I':. ~ "}·)1. /, 

enemy mine fields and fire. The Germsn 2gsth <..._and 297th J u~v 
Regiments of the 8th Mountain Division held Monterumici. 

This was one of the best enemy units in Italy. (15) 

THE 350TH INFANTRY PLAN 

The 350th Infantry_ moved from Pisa to a forward area 
t,j.(!,r,,\_, . 

near fietrema) o a1ong Highway 65 on the 6th o!' April and 

started making plans for the attack. Detailed meetings 

with battalion and company commanders were held to discuss 

and complete the plan. The troops participated in special 

practice problems in night operations before their final 

entry into the front lines. 

The 350th plan placed the 1st Battalion on the line 

on D-2 to relieve elements of the 362d Infantry and was to 

remain there as regim.enta1 reserve. The 3rd Battalion was 

(14) A-1., P• 6'7; (15) A-2., P• 4. 
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to attack from La Valle directly up the peak of Monterumici 

toward Di Sotto and Le Mand.rte. The 2d Battalion was to 

attack on the right up the Fazzano Ridge to take San Lucia 

and Ca Di Mazza and to continue north to c aptui,e Onerci a. 

E Company was attached to the lat Battalion until H plus 

30 to take over part of the front line positions. (17) 

The 1st Platoon Gompany c, 752nd Tank Battalion and lst 

Platoon, Company c, 805th TD Battalion were to give general 

support trom positions forward of Anconella and La.Garda. 

The 338th Field Artillery Battalion end 1st Platoon (4.2 

mortars) Company A, 10th Chemica1 Battalion were to fire 

in direct support of the Regiment. Priorit7 of fires to 

the 3rd Battalion. Company B, 313th Engineer Battalion was 

to clear and prepare a road through the mine fields to as

sist the tanks and TDs to displace when the Monte:rumici 

ridge was cleared. Company Commanders o'£ the attacking 

units were to make en aerial reconnaissance over their 

sectors in Artillery liaison aircraft prior to D Day. 

The regimental OP moved to An.conella on the 10th or 
April and a forward CP was set up in La Valle. H Hour 

D Day was set for 2230, 14 April 1945, but was later post

poned twenty four hours. (18} (See Map C) 

BATTALION PLAN OF ATTACK 

The 2d Battalion's plan was to attack in a column ot 

companies, F Company leading followed by G Company. F 

(17) A-2, p. 5; (18) A~a, P• 4. 
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Company was to move out under cover of a thirty minute 

artillery preparation, cross Savena Creek and mark a path 

through the mine field with tbs aid of the A and P Platoon 

and then attack northwest along the trail to Fazzano. {See 

Map D) With Fazzano secure, F Company was to scale the 

cliff north of Fazzano while the enemy strong points of 

San Lucia and Ca Di Mazza were boxed off w1th machine gun 

and mortar fire from Company H. F Company would then eut 

the ridge trail and attack Ca Di Mazza from the rear 1n 

coordination with an attack on San Lucia by G Company 

launched from the direction of Fazzano. E Company was to 

remain 1n reserve on the front line position and attached 

to the 1st Battalion until H plus 30. H Company was to 

start moving into firing positions along the front line on 

10 April to complete a detailed fire plan before D Day. The 

battalion forward CP and aid station was to be located at 

Lagh.1. The line of' departure was the trail near s. Ansano. 

A battalion wire team was to follow F Company laying w. D. 

llO wire ror communication during the attack. (19) (See 

Map D) 

Extreme care was to be exercised by ell personnel on 

reconnaissance or working in the forward area to avoid dis

closing to the enemy e.rry indication of the preparations for 

the attack. All activity had to be restricted to night time 

because of the excellent observation maintained by the enemy 

over the entire area. 

(19) A-8. 
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H COMPANY PREPARATIONS 

A reconnaissance party consisting of' company connnander ,rl 
platoon leaders and Reconnaissance Sergeant left the bat-

t,Jo 1,.., ,,_.J.,,.,.. -~, ... .,,./ 
talion area and moved up Highway .§5 in time to reach the 

forward area at f'irst dark. Transportation was limited to 

two jeeps in keeping with the restricted traffic regulations. 

The party moved down the unimproved road from La Ga.rda to 

Ca Bianca, where a check was made with th.e company commander, 

of the unit of the 362nd Infantry in position, to coordinate 

movement in the f'orward area. The road f'rom Ca Bianca to 

Laghi had not been travelled previously by vehicle end H 

Company Commander was warned that it probably contained 

old enemy mines left there through the winter. Since it 

was of utmost importance that a forward company supply 

point be established near the gun positions, the vehicles 

eo. 

were cSI"efully moved down the road to a point where it crosses 

a ford in the creek just west of Lagh1. (See Map D) The 

jeeps were left at this point to be unloaded while the 

compeny commander and reconnaissance sergesnt continued on 

foot to the platoon CP at La.ghi. Before he reached the CP 

the company comm.ender was captured by a group of the jit

tery 91st Division men who had not received word of the 

arrival of any newcomers in the area. The company com

mander was taken to the CP with a BAR in his ribs and held 

under guard until word finally c em.a down announcing his 

arrival. (20) 

(20) J.-8. 
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Obtaining a guide from the line platoon, a thorough 

reconnaissance was made of all likely positions in the for

ward area. The company commander set off a flare as he 

stumbled through an unmarked mine area thus alerting all 

riflemen along the front line. This greatly slowed the 

reconnaissance, Ml safety locks clicked at almost every 

move because the 91st Division men were still jittery from 

the activity of strangers in their area.(~) 

The forward bluf'f, west of Laghi, proved to be a. good 

position for the emplacement of the company weapons and 

was chosen because no other place forward of this was suit

able to conceal men in the daytime. The platoon leaders 

were shown their areas and were left there to careful.ly 

select gun positions the next day. They also had to mark 

a path through the brush and old mine ares. friom their gun 

positions to the company supply point to facilitate move

ment at night. The company connnander returned with the 

jeeps to the battalion area to work out the final fire 

plan. (21) (See Map E) 

THE FIRE PLAN 

The detailed fire plan was set up to initially cover 

the enemy outposts east of Fazzsno with ma.chine gun and 

mortar fire as F Company worked across Savena Creek. From 

tben on the fire would shift on call as F Company progressed 

up the trail toward Fazzano. The 1st Platoon of machine 

(21) A-8. 
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guns and 3d Section of 81 :mm morta.l's would 11ft and fire 

on the bluf"f above the trail. The 2d Platoon and 1st and 

2d Section of mortars were to shift up the trail sweeping 

a path in front of Company F. When Fazzano was taken the 

guns would lift to San Lucia and Ca Di Mazza. When F Com-

pany scaled the cliff north of Fazzano, the 2d Platoon 

would shift its machine gun fire left of San Lucia and a1l 

mortar fire would go in 11ear of the ridge trail to give 

added safety for the riflemen. The lst Platoon or machine 

guns and the 3d Section of mortal's were to box the Ca Di 

Mazza area off during this action and they were to shift 

to the trail west of Mt. Ad.one as to the attack on Ca Di 

Mazza developed. The 1st Platoon and 3d Section of mortars 

were to be ready to displace to positions near Fazzano to 

give continued close support of the attack. The 2d Section 

of mortars was to be ready at all times to deliver counter 

mortar fire on all close in probable enemy mortar position?;(ZJ 

(22) (See Map D) 

On the nights of the 11th and 12th of April, the squad 

leaders and gunners moved up on four jeeps along with tools, 

guns, equipment and ammunition. Heavy overloads on tb.e 

vehicles were necessfU'y to restrict the traffic. All equip

ment and ammunition was carried at night from the supply 

point to the gun positions. The remainder of the company 

moved into position on the nights of the 13th and 14th of 

April., along w1 th an addi tiona1 ammunition supply. A lel'ge 

(22) A-B. 
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amount of ammunition had to be placed on position because 

the batta11on supply point was located at La Gorda and re

supply during daylight was not possible. Each machine gnn 

had forty boxes on position with an additional one h1U1d.red 

boxes in the company supply point. Each mortar had one 

hundred rounds on position with an additional six hundred 

rounds at the supply point. (23) 

The company commander returned to the front line posi

tions on the night of the 12th of April and inspected all 

gun positions. Platoon leaders were given the plan of at

tack and their fire plan. They were instructed to begin 

registration the following day, using extreme caution. One 

machine gun was to register from each section at widely 

dispersed intervals and at only one taztget. The remainder 

or the data was to be carefully sighted and measured with 

the mill scale and clinometer. Aiming stakes and sa.f'ety 

bars were to be placed out for night firing. All positions 

were to be improved and sandbagged. No a1ternate positions 

were selected because of the limited area. Covered exits 

were to be dug from all gun positions to facilitate re

supply and control. A sound powered phone was to be placed 

with each gtUl section and tied in with the platoon leaders 

end the company CP located midway between the two machine 

gun platoon positions. (See Map E) From the company OP 

two heavy EES phone lines were to run to the battalion CP 

at Laghi. Three 300 radios were employed, one to be at 

(23) A-8• 
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the company CP, one with the mortar platoon leader, and 

one with the company commander. These were not to be used 

unless the telephone system failed. (24) 

Each mort~ was to register on one of its primary 

targets with a minimum of two or three ~ounds. This 

registration was also to be conducted at long intervals 

of time so as not to attract the enemy's attention. Six 

m.:llles were stationed near the company supply point to aid 

in the forward displacement of the mortars. The company 

executive officer, Lt. Frank Matte, was to carefully 

supervise all work, paying part~cular attention to the 

maintenance of secrecy. Over two hundred men would soon 

be in the area right under the enemy's nose and no move

ment could be allowed in the daytime. The company commander 

returned to the f'orward battalion assembly area, which had 

moved to Am.onella, to check on final plans. {25) 

The company commander checked the positions again on 

the night of the 13th and found that all preparations were 

nearly complete. Registration had been successful and had 

drawn no enemy tire. Remaining that night, the company 

commander checked final plans w1 th the battalion commander, 

Lt. Colonel Donald A. Yongue, and F Company Commander, 

Captain Charbonnet. The mortar registration nearest Savena 

Creek was shown to Captain Charbonnet and he was confident 

that all fires were correct. 

The rifle troops at Anconella were eating tb.eir last 

(24) (25) A-8. 
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B rations, H Company men were already on a strict C ration. 

diet. Morale was good but all men of the battalion had a 

certain feeling of reluctance about the coming attack, 

mainly because of the good news about the success on the 

western front. Everyone felt that the war was almost over 

and that this stl'Uggle 1n the Italian mo'Wltains would not 

add much to the cause. Continued explanation. to the troops 

that all uni ts must now make a final drive to shorten the 

war was necessary to overcome this feeling of reluctance. 

The battalion had suffered previous heavy losses in other 

similar operations of the long Italian campaign and the 

desire to close with the enemy was not as keen as 1 t had 

been previously. The companies were almost up to strength, 

but a large percentage of the officers and men were new 

replacements, yet untried in the offensive. The battalion 

assembly area, near Pietramalo., was located near a tempor

uy cemetery which contained numerous graves of .former 

membe~s of the 350th Infantry. This seemed to serve as a 

solemn warning to veterans of' the batta1ion who l'emembered 

their former buddies. (It was no help to morslel) 

on the afternoon of the 15th, 765 heavy bombers hit 

targets behind the enemy front lines, between Highways 64 

and 65 to Bolonga. 200 medium bombers attacked Praduro 

and 120 .fighter bombers hit targets on Kt. Sole., .Monterumici 

and Mt. Adove. (26) IV Corps on the left was attacking 

against heavy opposition and had gained some ground. II 

(26} A-8• 
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Corps was quietly awaiting H hour. (27) 

At first dark, troops of F and G Companies moved down 

from Anconella and stopped along the road west of Lagbi. 

The night of the 15th was partly cloudy and dull, a mist 

of smoke and dust hung low over the enemy positions, lend

ing a f'ee.?'ful atmosphere for the men quietly awaiting the 

attack. 

THE ATTACK 

At 2230 hours the sky erupted with a 75,000 round 

artillery, tank and heavy mortar preparation, directed at 

Mt. Sole and Monterumic1. H Company tied in w1 th the prep

aration at 2246 hours, firing slowly at first, checking 

fires under the light of Jerry flares. F CompSJlY worke<t 

across Savena Creek UDier cover of the barrage and breached 

the mine field, reaching the trail leading to Faz.zano against 

little opposition. As the barrage lifted, scattered machine 

pistol and rine fire came f'rom the enemy outposts near 

Fazzano. The heavy weapons_ sbitted fire on call and Com ... 

pany F started up the trail. The enency- was alert and 

quickly directed a mortar barrage on the advancing riflemen, 

forcing them to move north toward the shelter of the clitt. 

The company became disorganized and considerable time was 

taken before a move could be stB.l'ted on Fa~zano. H Oom-

pax,.y machine guns cont 1nued to provide covel" w1 th a he aV7 

volumn of fire directed up the trail and on the bluff below 

( 2'7 ) A-3, p. 2 • 
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Ca Di Mazza. Moving carefully along the cliff, F Company 

closed in and captured Fazzano at 0100 hoUl"s. 

Reorganizing quickly, F Oompan:y moved toward Ca Di 

Mazza in two columns and under extreme difficulty, managed 
) -

t to get a .few men up the cliff north o.f Faz.zano. G Company 
\) \I 
~ J/\ y· r' was slow in moving up behind Oompany F and became disor-

ganized in the attack on San Lucia. H Company continued 

on the fire plan but the enemy was extremely aJ.ert and 

active even under fire. The Germans again poured in mort81" 

.fire and F Oompan:y .fell back behind the cli.f.f • Two men were 

killed, eight wotmded, and many othel'S injured in falls 

down the cliff. Many others became lost, 1nclud1ng the 

8.l'tillery forward observer and party. Captain Charbonnet, 

the company commander was among the wounded. At 0500 b.oul's 

the attack stopped and F Gompany £ell back to secure Fazzano. 

G Company retired to covered positions west of Lagh1 because 

of the crowded and exposed area around Fazzsno. (See Kap 

E) H Company continued to cover the enemy positions with 

a slow rate of fire. At d.Ecy"light, F Company had not yet 

organized Sl'ound Fazzano and H Company's mortars were given 

the mission or smoking the ridge, 'dlich was effectively 

done until oaoo.; when F Company was well dug in. (28) 

At noon on the 16th, the assistant division commender, 

Colonel J. c. Frye, arrived in the area and cheeked the 

situation t"rom the OP, north of Lagbj.1 with the batta11011 

commander and G and H Company Commanders. He instructed 

(28) A-8. 
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that an all out effort be made the following evening to 

capture San Lucia and Ca Di Mazza. 

The 3d Battalion on the left had reached a point 400 

yards short of the peak of Monterumici, against strong 

enemy opposition. The 91st Division•s 361st Intant17 on 

the right was similei-ly stopped cold below Brento. Enemy 

reaction had been violent all along the line. (29) 

During the night of the 15th., H Company ts Supply 

Sergeant had managed to bring 1n 600 rounds of mortar and 

50 boxes of machine gun em:m.unition. A. shortage of 81 DDl1 

smoke existed and the supply sergeant was instructed to 

bring in a jeep load dUl'ing daylight., which was e.f.fected 

without difficUl.ty, ~though it disclosed the location of 

the supply point to the eneDcy'. The enemy had picked up 

11 Oompan:,'s weapons during the night and shelled the area 

with artillery and mortars. Many close rounds fell but the 

men were able to take cover and no casualties l'eaul ted. 

The fil"e plan was to remain the same for the attack 

on San Lucia ani Ca Di .Mazza. The lat Platoon of machine 

guns and the 3d Section of mortars were to be ready to 

displace on call to Fazzano tor continued close support. 

This was necessary to get more accurate fire on known 

enemy positions and to aid in holding the ridge if it were 

taken. All ammunition bearel"s of the 3d Platoon were to 

make one trip to the forward position and then return to 

their covered positions upon completion of the displacement. 

(29) A.-2, P• '7. 
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Shortly aftel' dark the battalion commander and H 

Oompsny Commander moved to Fe.zzano. The 3d mortar section 

sergeant was taken along to select positions for his guns. 

The party strayed off the trail th.rough the mine field 

but reached Fazzano without mishap. The enemy hal"rassed 

the crossing point on Savena Creek continually with mortar 

.fire and at intervals placed a deadly stream of machine 

gun fire down the trail from San Lucia. G Company moved 

in later with supplies for F Company and every_J;hing was 

ready to continue the attack. (30) 

The attack jumped ott at 2230 hours, one hour late, 

under a machine gun and mortar preparation from H Company. 

Both rifle companies worked up along the cliff north of 

Fazzano, G Company this time made an effort to scale the 

cliff but an extremely a1ert enemy zeroed in with machine 

guns and mo:ritarsr Ttie attack was con:r1ned to the clif.t 
I 

area because ene:m;r machine guns continued to pour a steady 

stream of grazing fire down the trail from San Lucia. (See 

Map E) Enemy soldiers quietly slipped up to the edge of 

the cl1tf and dropped hand grenades down on the riflemen. 

As the attack slowed, the battalion commander ordered the 

displacement of some of .H Company's weapons to counteract 

the enemJ''s actions. 

The 3d. Section of Mortars was started first, guided 

by the section sergeant. They were .followed closely by 

the 1st Kacb.ine Gun Platoon. As the men were crossing 

the Savena Creek a mortar burage caught the tail end of 
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the 1st Platoon, destroying one gun and killing one man 

and wounding four others. The 1st Platoon was placed in 
~.._.(;._-l. 

position northwest of Fazzano, but were unable to go into 

action b·ecause of the oonstant enemy mortar fire harrass

ing the area. The mortar section had even more difficulty, 

they found many enemy shoe and trip mines in their area 

which had to be cleared before the guns could be put into 

operation. (See Map E) The ammunition bearers were caught 

in a mortar.barrage as they returned across Savena Creek 

losing one man killed and six wounded. The mortar observer, 

Lt. Carmody, joined F Company at 0400 hours, with a sound 

powered phone connected to his section. By daylight the 

rifle companies were badly disorganized and intermingled, 

the attack had failed and the l"iflemen dug in hm-riedly to 

hold the ground already gained. (31) (See Map E) 

On,the left, K Company reached the peak of Monterumici, 

but was driven back, badly cut to pieces with the loss of 

twenty men killed. The 1st Battalion was committed to re

gain the peak which was secured by Comp any O at 0800 hours 

on the 17th against stubborn opposition. The 361st Ih-
a 

fantry on the right was still stopped below Brento. Com-

pany E moved into covered positions west of Laghi to sup

port the 2d Batta.lion. (32) 

On the afternoon of the l?th the assistant division 

commander again visited the 2d Battalion's Commander at 

Fazzano. Plans were made to commit all three companies 

(31) A-8; (32) A-2, P• 11. 
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to break through the German ridge positions. H Comp any' s 

forward weapons secured data during daylight to support 

this attack. 

Early in the evening on the 17th, same scattered 

machine gwi fire from the 2d Platoon hit in F Company's 

area. This was from the dispersion of some f'ire directed 

at the trail junction above Ca Di .Mazza. The company com-

11ander ordered a l"eplacement o:f' gun barrels., but found 

that all available ones had been burned out. Replacement 

took considerable time and two of the guns were not ready 

for the night attack. Only light guns were available and 

these were not suitable for long range overhead fire at 

night. 

In the late afternoon tenk and tank destroyer direct 

fire was concentrated on the machine gun nests at San Lucia 

and Ca Di Mazza in an attempt to break up the enemy 1 s bends 

or fire. The direct fire looked good but was not accurate 

enough to destroy the enemy guns hidden deep in their 

fortified holes. 

All during the attack, af'ter the initial jump off, 

companies ware making separate attacks to break into the 

enemy strong points. Coordination was lost and the enemy 

was able to shift his limited artillery and mortar fire to 

break up each attack. Company L tried to gain the ridge 

west of San Lucia late in the afternoon of the 17th. This 

attack was supported by fire of Hand G Companies from the 

vicinity of Fazzano. one platoon of L Company was caught 

crossing the open field below San Lucia and mowed down by 
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an enemy machine gun. The attack was abruptly haltedJ (33) 

At 2030 hours, the 2d Battalion's attack again got 

underway with Company E leading up the cliff northwest of 

Fazzano. H Company's fire was split, half directed at Ca 

Di Mazza and the remainder at San Lucia. The forward guns 

were held to engage observed machine gun locations. Com

pany E managed to scale the cliff, losing sixteen men in

jured in falls, and moved directly on Ca Di Mazza. Company 

G advanced along the cliff toward Sa,n Lucia w1 th F Company 

on the left in the open field. Company E made the most 

progress, but was driven back after reaching a point 300 

yards from Ca Di Mazza. Reorganizing, Company E shifted 

directions and moved on the right of G Company toward the 

ridge trail. The enemy reacted violently and swept the area 

with fire -- badly di soI'gsnizing the attack. H Company co~

mand group lost the radio operator and one messenger badly 

wounded by mortar fire. The instI'ument Corporal of the 

1st Platoon was secured to replace the 300 radio operator. 

By 0800 on the 18th E Company reached the ridge trail and 

the enemy was found to be w1 thdrawing. (34) 

H Company Commander ordered an immediate displacement 

of all guns. The 1st Platoon was sent to positions near 

San Lucia to protect the left flank. The 2d Platoon dis-
. l 

placed rapidly to Ca Di Mazza in time to aid E Company.,..-mopf1 '
1

/ 

up some enemy soldiers at ~· The mortar platoon 

displaced by mule to positions behind the cliff northwest 

(33) (34) A-8. 
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ot Fazzano but did not get to £ire. E Company pushed 

rapidly down the trail west of Mt. Ad.one at 1000 and the 

2d Platoon displaced to a position above the trail junction 

to support this advence. (See Map C} 

The enemy was withdrawing 2' apidly but many prisoners 

were captured as the bat talion closed in. Moving in a 

column of companies, the battalion quickly cleared La Serra 

and advanced on Badolo. The enemy left numerous mines 

strewn along the road to slow the advance. 

The heavy weapons moved along in the battalio.n column 

without going into any more firing positions. The 3rd Pla

toon was forced to hand carey part of the distance because 

the mules had difficulty dodging the mines along the road. 

As E Company reached Badolo a sharp fire fight developed. 

The 2nd Platoon, following closely behind E Company moved 

·rapidly up to give fire support. The platoon sergeant, 

T/Sgt. Forbes, quickly placed a section of guns in position 

along the trail east of the village. He engaged in a duel 

with a Jerry machine gun located five hundred yards to the 

northeast. The accurate fire of our machine guns quickly 

cut the Gennan gun crew to pieces with the loss of only 

one man wounded f~om the 2nd Platoon. The advance was 

ha1 ted as mo re enemy guns opened up from the hill to the 

east. Several riflemen were wounded and the Battalion S-3. 

H Company Connnander directed the heavy weapons into 

position from.the battalion column. The mortars were em

placed off the trail :fifty yards south of Badolo and stal't

ed shelling the enemy positions. Plans were prepared to 
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continue the attack later that night. (35) (See Map C) 

At the end of the third day the 2nd Battalion had made 

the greatest advance of the regiment and the other two bat

talions were shifted to push through Ba.dolo toward the 

division objective, Mt. Mario, which was eventually taken 

on the afternoon of the 19th by the 2nd Battalion. With 

the capture of Monterum!ci and Mt. Mal"io, the German lines 

before Bologna ~ere broken and the path was clear for a 

drive into cthe Po Valley. 

ANALYSIS AND CRITICISM. 

The intense and detailed preparations by H Company 

prior to the attack was of great value in the ability of 

the gun crews to place an almost continuous volume of fire 

on the enemy. Machine guns were able to fire even when 

under an enemy artillery barrage. The location of all the 

weapons initially in one compact area, although contr&r7 to 

good tactics, did facilitate the supply and control problems, 

especially for the night operations. The digging in and 

sandbagging of gun positions overcomes somewhat the necessity 

for greater dispersion and the use of alternate positions. 

At no time did the enemy discover the preparations going on 

right under his nose. This shows what can be done with 

heavy weapons if given adequate time to emplace themJ 

The battalion attack plan should have included an 

initial assault with at least two rifle companies. This 

(35) A-8. 
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lack of concentration of effort probably led to the failure 

of the unit to initially seize the ridge when the greatest 

advantages of shock and .surprise were at hand. Continued 

disorganized and uncoordinated local efforts all along the 

line as the attack progressed through the second and third 

days gave the enemy a chance to concentrate his limited 

reserves and supporting fire. 

The night attacks, although difficult to control were 

best su.1 ted for this situation because of the excellent 

observation maintained by the enemy. The few daylight at

tacks by other units were disa.sterous. 

The rough terrain was the greatest factor that slowed 

the advancing riflemen and prevented them from closing in 

under cover of the supporting fires. The en~ remained 

extremely active even though under fire and allowed no one 

to approach his strong points. He covered the entire area 

With constant harrassing fire to keep the attacking troops 

disorganized. This action shows that supporting fire alone 

can do little to neutralize the enemy in a strongly forti

fied position, especially when the riflemen cannot close 

in before the enemy can recover and man his weapons. 

The ten.ks and tank destroyers were employed too far 

back to make me.:ximum use of their direct fire weapons. The 

tanks could have easily been employed in positions west ot 

Lagh1. This would have aided greatly in the neutralization 

of the enemy machine gun nests. 

The initial displacement of the heavy weapons to 

Fazzano was too slow. Although thorough plans had been made 
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to keep them close up in the initial phase of the attack, 

the weapons should have been displaced early the second 

night in time to support the second attack on the ridge 

positions. 

Little use was made of the mortar forward observers 

because of the excellent observation available to the mortar 

platoon leader end the company commander. Control of fires 

at night is best done through a central control system. 

A direct connection on to the battalion.wire that followed 

the leading company aided greatly in the communication and 

control problems. 

The problems of supply must be constantly watched and 

checked. The difficulty with machine gun barrels on the 

third day shows what can happen 1:f this detail is overlook

ed. The company commander became too engaged in the tac .. 

tical situation and failed to check on the tec.b:b.ical details 

thus losing the fire of two guns. The constant insurance 

that guns will fire 1s a vital part in the employment of 

heavy weapons. 

All of the heavy guns were band carried for a distmce 

of five thousand yards on the third day and were kept well 

forward in the attack. The quick engagement of the enemy 

at Badolo by Sergeant Forbes shows the value of using heavy 

guns even over difficult terrain. Mules can be used to 

aid in the displacement of mortars but dif'ficul ty can be 

expected when they are taken through mine fields. 

During this operation the 2nd Battalion struggled 

against fanatic enemy opposition to eventually gain five 
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thousand yards on the third day. Over one hundred prisoners 

were captured and all organized resistance in the sector 

was ~roken, opening the way for t'urther advances. Total 

losses for the Regiment were fifty killed, forty missing, 

two hundred and twenty wounded and one hundred and two non 

battle injuries. Of this total the 2nd Battalion lost 

slightly less than one third. 

H Company 1s lossas for the three days were two killed 

and .fourteen wounded. Apprioximately 175,000 rounds of 

machine gun and 21 800 rounds or mortar ammunition were fired 

in support of the attack. A check of the enemy's fortitied 

strong points easily showed why the supporting fire had 

little neutra1ization efteot. Some of the positions were 

twenty feet underground with heavily re-enforced firing 

posts. Ger.man dead along the trail north of Ca Di Mazza 

showed the effect of some of the machine gun fire when the 

enemy ms.de an attE111pt to re-supply or reenf'oroe his strong 

points. 

The attack al though successful was slow in getting 

under~ay. It did not show the true aggressive spirit of 

a battalion that had led the division on many previous en

gagements. When men can see the end of a war in sight., 

they are more reluctant to close with the enemy and engage 

in a tough fight. 

LESSONS 

1. Adequate time is needed to emplace heavy weapons 

in the preparation of an attack on a fortified position. 
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distances even over l".Qugh mountainous terrain. 

3. The digging in and sandbagging of guns prior to 

an attack overcomes the necessity for greater dispersion 

and the use of alternate positions. 

4. -~-~!!$El -~Q...tm!: ~f ammunition should be_ re~~ily 

available at the gWls if a heavy volume of fire is main

tained. In mountainous terrain with difficult supply pro-
OJ

(\. \'j ~, 
r, r-. v...-- --... --... 

,_ 1\~: ):,: ;lame, the ammunition ebould be stockpiled at the gun 

-,-, -, positions prior to the attack. 
I ,...,1· 

:o,.,"f,.' . \ ...... -
\..I --.,.. 

;- ~: · 5. W~-~~----~~af'ul prior preparation and control,, clc:>se -overhead and supporting fires can be successfully conducted 

at night. ----~-
6. Supporting fire has little effect in the attack 

on a well prepared enemy position if the l'if'lemen c~~-~-------------.... ~···--····· .. , . .-. 

close in rapidly to take advantage of the :f_"+P..._ 
--,·-·-~--~ .. 

7. Technical details of supply for heavy weapons 

must be constantly checked) to insure that aJ.l guns will 
----.._._,,__ C 

fire throughout the operation. 

a. A system of using gq_~.4$$ .to. displace weapons at 
---.. c••--•••~-~-.+-c"-•r • ••••"' ,• • • • 

night is necessary during en attack • 
. -------·· ... ---~ -· ,_ .. --, ...... ------"-····- . . .. ,;., ... , .,.,.. ""'~ . . 

9 •. Early displacement in an· attack to get short 

range direct fire is necessary to adequately neutralize. 
•• o,,c • .- • • •" ~ ~--- ....... - • ' • • ~· ~ ••• ,o· • ,., ... ,, ,,, •• • •P •• ,.... ~,..,,•• ~ 

an aggressive enemy. 

10. A well_ coordinated a.ttack .is nec_~ssary to, »:re

vent the enemy f'rom concentrating his ~eserves.and fire 
•"'~ __ ...,..,_.,~ ,, • ,,. ,,,-. 0 -.. • , •• •, u • , -~"~····~ • ..... ,_..,.,_,~,-·· -.,err• .. ~·'"'~' •,, '' "' ·-·~ •.,.~,.....,......,- .... ,...._ ... ,.,. ·••' •· .•. ,., =· ~ : 1 

• , 

power to break up local efforts. 
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11. HeaVJ direct fire weapons, located clos~ in, 

nests. -·· 
even over difrioult terrain in a slow moving attack. 
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